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there is a lot of controversy surrounding the closed source nature of the various* and devel open source toolkits. in
the case of the opengl 2.0 standard, the specification is freely available for anyone to use in any way theyd like as

long as they abide by the license. you can see the licensing information at . the opengl sdk is a set of header files that
allow you to work with opengl. it also includes a set of header files that allow you to use it with the windows api. you
can also download the windows api sdk from the directx website. to download the opengl sdk for windows, go to . on
the other hand, opengl is a standardized api for graphics processing. it is intended to interoperate well with graphics

hardware, which is why you should always look to directx for graphics processing. directx allows the developer to
access the same hardware, but it is not designed for writing cross-platform applications. if you are going to write a
game for windows, you may want to use the opengl header files to use the features of directx. if you plan to write a
game for a console, youll want to use the directx header files to access the hardware because those are the header

files that the programmers write for the console. openal for windows really is a premium application. its primary goal
is to greatly enhance 3d audio. it also makes itself a must-have software when assisting programmers in terms of

audio-related code and in the development of audio related software using three-dimensional space.
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opengl is a system layer in a 3d graphics api that works between the graphics hardware and the application program.
opengl also adds video graphics support, which is compatible with directx 9 and microsoft's direct3d. openal is not an
audio library by itself. rather, it is an alternative to the microsoft windows directsound api, and other libraries such as
portaudio, puredata, and openal-soft. in addition, the openal sdk provides a number of extensions to the core audio

playback interface and a set of utility functions to simplify the development process. openal is a non-proprietary
alternative to the directsound api, and as such, it can be used in a variety of applications. in addition, openal can be
used in any platform (windows, mac os x, linux, etc.), so it is a more flexible and portable audio api than directsound.

this is a list of the available modules. as they are not mutually exclusive, you may include multiple modules. the
majority of opengl functions are defined in the core library, which is included by all files in this directory. the core

library can be enabled or disabled by linking against the core library (openglcore.lib) or against the extension library
(opengles.lib). the opengl programming interface is very large. it covers everything from basic drawing and 2d

geometry to advanced drawing techniques, shaders, vertex buffer objects, texture mapping, advanced lighting, and
geometry transformations. 5ec8ef588b
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